Policy For Group Recognition To Faculty Senate

The Student Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved "major changes" in the university group recognition policy, according to a committeeman.

The new recognition policy, which was approved by the committee Tuesday, will be submitted to the Senate for approval in February. It will be officially released later this week.

The speaker said that the changes "streamline the process of recognition." Among the changes are the elimination of requirements that organizations have constitutions, officers and faculty advisors.

The semester report previously required also would be dropped.

The new policy would prohibit campus organizations from discriminating on the basis of sex, with the possible exception of fraternities and sororities, according to the speaker.

The speaker said that the revisions approved by the committee differed "considerably" from a preliminary proposal distributed by the committee in November.

The preliminary proposal recommended that organizations desiring university recognition only be required to complete a registration form.

The form would have required: the name and purpose of the organization; and a statement of affiliation with any organization not registered with the university.

Present recognition policy requires that the organization have a constitution and that the group and its statement of purpose be approved by the Student Affairs Committee and Chancellor Glen R. Driscoll.

Protests Terminal Contract Of Biology Professor

The grievance committee of the Central Council has lodged a protest with the Biology Department over a terminal contract received by Dr. Muriel Babcock.

"We investigated the situation because the students on this campus are dissatisfied," explained committee chairman Pam Schnebele,

..."and we want other faculty members to be aware of the student reaction."

The Board of Curators, which makes the final decision on matters of tenure, refused to renew Dr. Babcock's contract on the basis of seniors and junior faculty members.

The members of the Senate committee Tuesday for discussion. The members of the committee, especially Dr. Richard Burnett, professor of education, suggested other forms for use, according to Wilhelm.

"There are faculty members who have a lot of information," he asserted.

The members of the senate committee encouraged the course evaluation project, Wilhelm stated.

"They are in favor of course and instructor evaluation," he said, "but they are opposed to the MSA form."

A similar attempt to establish a course evaluation project failed in the council two years ago due to lack of student volunteers to distribute the questionnaires.

Non-Credit First Aid Course To Be Offered

A non-credit course in first-aid will be sponsored by the Central Council during the winter semester if there is sufficient interest, according to council secretary Jean Heilman.

The course, recommended for education majors, is free and open to all students and faculty members. Those completing the 16-hour course will receive Red Cross First Aid Certificates.

Screening Group Here

The ten-member university presidential search and screening committee will meet with the student advisory group here Jan. 22, 2 p.m., room 208, Administration Building.

The topics of discussion will include criteria for selection and possible candidates.
Sociology In Demand

The great demand for courses in the area of sociology-anthropology and philosophy at the University of Iowa has created a need for more professors to be hired. This demand has led to the creation of new positions in these fields, which have been filled by recent graduates and visiting scholars.

At the University of Iowa, the sociology department has had to hire several new professors in order to meet the demands of the students. The department has also had to increase its budget in order to pay for the additional faculty positions.

The philosophy department has also had to hire several new professors in order to meet the demands of the students. The department has also had to increase its budget in order to pay for the additional faculty positions.

The sociology and philosophy departments have both had to increase their budgets in order to meet the demands of the students. The departments have also had to hire additional staff in order to support the new faculty members.

The unprecedented demand for courses in sociology and philosophy has had a significant impact on the University of Iowa. The university has had to increase its budget in order to meet the demands of the students. The university has also had to hire additional faculty and staff in order to support the new courses.

The success of the university in meeting the demands of the students is a testament to the dedication and hard work of the faculty and staff. The university is committed to providing the best possible education to its students, and it is working hard to meet the demands of the students in sociology and philosophy.

The University of Iowa is located in Iowa City, Iowa, and it is a public research university with a strong commitment to excellence in teaching and research. The university offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs in a variety of fields, including sociology and philosophy.

The university is committed to providing a world-class education to its students, and it is working hard to meet the demands of the students in sociology and philosophy. The university is proud to be a leader in the field of higher education, and it is committed to providing the best possible education to its students.
Timing Of 1973 Spring Break Considered

Both the Central Council and the Curriculum Committee of the Faculty Senate expressed disappointment with a proposed academic calendar that schedules spring break in the winter semester of 1973 only two weeks before final exams.

The proposed calendar, prepared by Dr. H. E. Mueller, Director of Admissions and Registrar, is scheduled to be submitted to the Faculty Senate Thursday for approval. The 1972-73 calendar must be approved this spring to allow sufficient time to form schedules and contracts.

Mueller proposed that spring break for 1973 be April 14 through April 21, which would include Easter, April 15. Final exams would begin May 7.

The council recommended Sunday that the vacation moved forward two weeks. This would place spring break approximately in the middle of the semester, following the ninth week of the sixteen-week period.

The Curriculum Committee recommended Tuesday a four-day Easter break, from April 13, the Friday before Easter, through April 16, the Monday after Easter, in place of the week long spring break. The winter semester would begin later than proposed to eliminate the extra days, according to George Wilmot, student member of the committee.

"Mueller's proposal would duplicate the present situation where we have only two weeks of class after Christmas vacation," Wilmont said. "The new calendar, with the full semester starting in August and the winter semester beginning in the middle of January, was supposed to eliminate this problem."

Wilmont said that the committee would discuss the scheduling of the spring break with Mueller before the senate meeting Thursday in an attempt to find an alternate solution.

In other business Sunday, the Central Council heard the first reading of a proposed bylaw that would provide for the election of replacements for elected representatives who drop off the council.

The bylaw specifies that "more than three vacancies occur among elected representatives prior to the first or last day of the full semester," a special election will be called to replace the representatives. The election would be held either concurrent with freshman elections during the fall semester or within the second to fourth weeks of the winter semester.

A proposed bylaw providing for the expulsion of council members who do not attend meetings regularly was also given a first reading. Both proposed bylaws will be considered by the council at its next meeting, Feb. 7.

The council approved a motion supporting the Marching and Independent Chowder Society (MICS) and instructing treasurer Margie Kranzberg to investigate methods of supporting that program financially.

MUS, sponsored by the United Students Party, serves lunches in the cafeteria annex on an irregular basis to improve the quality of food service provided by Canteen Corporation on campus.

Dorothy Cooke was elected chairman of the Curriculum committee. She replaces Paul Wilmont, who resigned.

Marie Blomser and Ken Stevens were elected co-chairmen of the Publicity committee. They replace Keith Kramer, who also resigned.

The Area Student Council President and Pete Holdhaus, who had been appointed temporary members of the Faculty Senaterealm for on Nov. 22, were confirmed as permanent members of that committee.

Hearnes Names 3 Curators

Continued from Page 1

Hearnes with suggestions for appointments to the board, revealed that none of the four had been recommended at the meeting. However, he expressed the belief that the effort would "only help the image of the university." He explained that state officials appeared receptive to "the conscientious interests of students in the welfare of the university."

Kaufman also hailed McNeal's appointment as a boon to this campus. McNeal is the second St. Louis area resident on the board, joining Judge Robert Brady.

Education

Grievance Committee

All students and faculty in the School of Education are invited to bring suggestions or grievances to the attention of the Faculty and Student Welfare Committee for Education.

One function of the committee is to review and make recommendations regarding policies which affect the development of the school.

It is also intended to serve as a review board for hearings in which individuals or groups of faculty or students feel that their rights have been violated.

The members of the committee are Dr. Robert Rea, Dr. Carol Burden, Dr. Richard Dustin, Dr. Arthur Littleton, Dr. Paul Travers, Linda Levy, Cheryl Breig, Celeste Weiswieman, and Terry Lappin.

Rea, the chairman, may be contacted at 433-5844; Miss Levy, the secretary, at 453-5793.

Theater Tickets

Discount rates are available to groups of 20 or more to attend the Jan. 29 and Jan. 26 productions of Forty Carats at the American Theatre. Contact Mrs. Miner, room 206, Administration Building, for orders or information.

Over 9,500 people will see this space

IT COULD HAVE BEEN YOUR AD

- See Steve Dagger or Gerry Benz - 453-5175

MUSIC PALACE
MUSIC PALACE
MUSIC PALACE
MUSIC PALACE
MUSIC PALACE
MUSIC PALACE
THE ALL NEW REMODELED NIGHT SPOT IN ST. LOUIS
* Lighted Parking Lot
* Mixed Drinks
Fri., Jan. 15 - Midwest Rock Ensemble
Sat., Jan. 16, and every Saturday-The Starlighters
EVERY FRIDAY STARTING JAN. 22 - THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
Gals - Get Here Before 9:30 p.m. For Free Admission
9765 St. Charles Rock Road
For Information Call 429-7777

Normandy Bank
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 63121

Between homework and classes there's little time left for leisure: don't spend it running around to pay your bills or purchase money orders. A mere stamp will deliver your check. Your cancelled check is your receipt. Your check book will help you manage your money more wisely and help prepare you for business or home making in the near future.
"Publish Or Perish'--
The Lost Ideal

Occasionally, an action that stands out from the normal course of events in our lives can make us remember a principle or ideal in which we honestly believe, and tend to forget in the daily hustle and bustle of the world or the university.

Such an event is the impending departure of Dr. Muriel Babcock from the university (see story on page 1). And such a principle is that the education of students at this university is at least as important as the reputation the university gains from the publications of its faculty.

The Board of Curators' refusal to renew Dr. Babcock's contract on the grounds that she has not published sufficiently amply illustrates that the university abides by no such principle. Publish or perish rules at the University of Missouri.

A Look At The Past

The campus in January, 1971, is a great deal different from the campus of January, 1970. The dominant issue for most of the last year has been the role of the Curators in the university administration. The Curators have acted strongly to squelch increasing signs of faculty and student activism. Yet from their negative reaction to the events of next spring has come a tenuous awareness and recognition of individual rights.

Budgetary problems have remained a constant source of attention. Austerity programs in the last two years have, coupled with the general state of the national economy, curtailed various services and programs. Many services will probably be lost indefinitely until sufficient tax revenues are obtained. Students here remain disunited, although there are signs that some common bonds are being forged.

Student leaders of various groups have attempted to cooperate more often in common causes. It will be interesting to see if student members of the University Senate will be more responsible than those of the Central Council.

The students here now are much different than those of last spring. They are more pragmatic and knowledgeable about affairs outside of the classroom.

The administration has become more circumspect in many matters. The bureaucracy has become so enmeshed in its own institutions that frustration has been substituted for efficiency. Some of the conflict within the administration has been public, although just a small part has been revealed.

Chancellor Glen R. Driscoll, in his first full year of office, has concerned himself more with the politics of operating a secure university than being associated with student interests.

The past year has been a mixed one. Where this campus is heading appears uncertain because no one is effectively guiding it.

This will be the last Current published this semester. Publication will resume Feb. 11.
$25 A Bad Investment

Dear Editor,

I haven't anything very valuable in my car. As a matter of fact, I often leave my keys in the ignition. If theft will place a value on the things inside.

This semester, however, is the last semester I'm going to fork over $25. Why ride around looking for parking spaces? You'll be able to find them at least, so long as you pay the parking fees.

Robert Loring Allen
Professor of Economics

Wrong Impression

Dear Editor,

The third paragraph in your recent editorial, "No Jobs," contains a mis-statement which should be corrected.

The university Placement Office does not administer the work-study program referred to in your editorial. This program is managed by the Office of Financial Aid as explained in the article on page 3 of the same issue.

One of several functions of the placement office involves listings and referrals of part-time and summer jobs off-campus. During the past year we recorded at least 3,200 job referrals for off-campus jobs, which were given to about 1,411 students who registered with the placement office.

Joseph H. Palmer
Director of Placement

Continuing Vibrations

Dear Editor,

Vibrations from the talkers on the hall floor of the library is just as outstanding as ever despite efforts of members of the Central Council to monitor the floor. These few devoted people are to be commended for their efforts. However, more help is needed in reminding talkers that students are trying to study.

THANKS

Dear Editor,

On behalf of the entire library staff I wish to thank these means of publicly thanking those students on the Grievance Committee who volunteered some of their time to help get books ready for the shelves during Christmas vacation. Those that helped were: Pam Schebelen, Jeannene Sylvester, Dorothy Cooke, Bob Lambreg, Debbie Alles, Connie Ellebrecht, and Jeri Hungerford. They finished preparing a number of new books that we just didn't have the staff time to handle at this time. We appreciate their help.

I would also like to call to all students attention the additional shelves that we placed on Levels 4 and 5 during the Christmas break. These are located at the end of the elevator hall on each floor and are for the purpose of depositing books when you are through using them. You can help us keep the tables clear for people to use by placing library materials on these shelves when you are finished with them, rather than just leaving them on the tables.

With your cooperation we can make the library more usable.

Susan B. Freggead Librarian

Current Classifieds

Help Wanted

Models Wanted - photo work no experience required. Call UN 9-0440 after 7 p.m.

If you have a liberal arts background and need a job, call Bruce at 997-7668.

A steady income for those who qualify. For interview, 724-2113.

For Sale

70 MGB bronze yellow, 15,000 miles, overdrive, wire wheels, $2000. Call 381-1228.

Snow tires for sale - 650-13, white walls, like new, with rims. Make offer, 524-7083 or 869-2270.

Services

Student operated foreign car service - all work is guaranteed. Call 426-3657 or 422-7019.

Ride Needed

Ride needed from 12th St. at I-55 to UMSL, call Joyce at 241-1624.

All students be in 105 B.H. by 12-40 Fri., Jan 15 for pep rally.

Classified Advertising Rates

To order classifieds; use the form below. Fill in the boxes allowing one box for each letter, space and punctuation mark. Count two boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the end of a line (which contains 30 characters). Use additional form if more than 4 lines are required. Minimum size and charge is $56 for two lines. For each line add 25¢. Multiply the total by the number of weeks the ad is run. Mail the ad, with payment (check or money order preferred) to: Current Ad Dept., Room 210, Administration, 8001 Natural Bridge Rd., St. Louis, Mo. 63121. Copy must be in the Monday before publication. No refunds can be made for advertising published. All ad copy is subject to the approval of the Ad Manager. The Current assumes no financial responsibility for typographical errors in ads, but if at fault, will reprint that ad in which the error occurs.

About this time of year, many columnists traditionally list what they consider to be the best recordings, movies, back panels of cereal boxes, etc. of the past year.

By authority bestowed upon me by no one in particular, I would also like to contribute my own list.

To name all of the superior albums on both sides of the Atlantic released this year would be impossible. I have made an effort to select the albums I consider to be most exceptional by virtue of their creativity, their unique contribution to music, or their impact on an unsuspecting public. In the latter category, I have limited my choice to a composer-artist, James Taylor, who is not one of the endless succession of rock groups without mass listener support.

Several participants on both sides of the stage, myself included, agree that the most under-rated album of the year was recorded in a studio...
On Campus

FRIDAY, JANUARY 15
8 am - 4 pm BAKE SALE sponsored by the Cheerleaders, in the Cafe. Admin. Bldg.
8 pm ALL SCHOOL MIXER sponsored by Sigma Tau Gamma, in the Cafe-Lounge Bldg. Music by MISSISSIPPI $1.00
CLASSWORK ENDS

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21
8:30 am - 4 pm RUSH TABLES for the following organizations: Sigma Tau Gamma; Alpha Sigma Gamma, in the Lobby, Admin. Bldg.

The debate team will compete in the second annual Longhorn Classic at the University of Texas at Austin this weekend.

Their competition will include "some of the top fifty schools in the Southwest," according to Skip Coulter, debate coach.

Bob Haslaiden, Mike Kruger, H. D. Folsom, and Mike Beatty will comprise the squad.

They will also participate in the Red Clay Classic Debate Tournament held at West Georgia College in Carrollton, Ga., Jan. 29 and 30.

Teams from the south, east, and midwest will gather for six rounds of debating the national topic, compulsory wage and price controls.

The squad will then compete in the Harvard National Debate Tournament in Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 5 and 6.

This invitation, Coulter said, "marks one of the high points in the young UMSL debate program.

Teams from across the nation will compete for the Robert F. Kennedy championship trophy.

To find out, come see THE UMSL CURRENT January 14, 1971

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
8:30 am - 4 pm RUSH TABLES for the following organizations: Sigma Tau Gamma; Alpha Sigma Gamma, in the Lobby, Admin. Bldg.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8
8:30 am - 4 pm RUSH TABLES for the following organizations: Sigma Tau Gamma; Alpha Sigma Gamma, in the Lobby, Admin. Bldg.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9
8:30 am - 4 pm RUSH TABLES for the following organizations: Sigma Tau Gamma; Alpha Sigma Gamma, in the Lobby, Admin. Bldg.
11:40 am LECTURE: Saul Alinsky: Power For Change, room 101, Life-Sciences.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
8:30 am - 4 pm RUSH TABLES for the following organizations: Sigma Tau Gamma; Alpha Sigma Gamma, in the Lobby, Admin. Bldg.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11
8:30 am - 4 pm RUSH TABLES for the following organizations: Sigma Tau Gamma; Alpha Sigma Gamma, in the Lobby, Admin. Bldg.
8 pm RECITAL by Clarinetist Warren Bellis. Room 105, Benton Hall. No charge.

You're invited to the...

Mansion House

LIVE THE LIFE YOU LIKE

DOWNTOWN • ON THE RIVERFRONT • WHERE EVERYTHING IS

Enjoy the ultimate in convenience and security plus a full and varied activity program in a Total Environment embracing vitality, charm, and carefree gracious living in the heart of the bright, gay and exciting Downtown-Riverfront Area - all at reasonable cost.

Four Student-Graduate Apartment Plans have been designed especially to meet the housing needs of college students, nursing students, graduate students, residents, interns, "under 21" graduates, and night students.

All Mansion House apartments are quiet-engineered, individually climate controlled, and professionally administered. For your security there is a 24-hour guard force, courteous doormen, a lobby-apartment intercom, and lobby door control from each apartment. One-way viewers are on each apartment door. All plans include apartments that have GE kitchen with refrigerator, stove and disposal sink; carpeting and draperies, commodities closets and cabinets; master TV antenna. Services in all plans include trash pickup every day except Sunday, weekly maid service, heat and air conditioning, use of all facilities including recreation room, art shop, swimming pools and putting green.

4-SHARE BUDGET PLAN

$20 per week per person includes:
- Living room with couch, chairs, lamps, bookcase
- Separate bedrooms for 2 each with twin beds, double dressers, nightstands, lamps
- Dining alcove with dinette set
- Bath with shower only

2-SHARE SUITE PLAN

$50 per week includes:
- Living room with couch, tables, lamps, bookcase
- Separate bedrooms for 2 each with twin beds, double dressers, night stands, lamps
- Dining alcove with dinette set
- Bath with shower only
- LARGER PRIVATE BEDROOM
- Bath with tub and shower

DISPLAY APARTMENTS OPEN 10-9 DAILY - 17TH FLOOR
400 N. FOURTH ST. 241-9700

CHOICE
IT’S UP TO YOU TO JOIN THE CURRENT STAFF
What’s in it for you?
To find out, come see Matt Mattingly,
Current editor-in-chief
Suite 210, Administration Bldg.
in a recent interview, Athletic Director Chuck Smith told the Current that the failure to increase the student activities fees to finance an expansion of the athletic program would be an injustice to present and future students.

"Student fees, I think, are necessary," said Smith, "so that we can offer the services to our students for physical participation. After all, a part of the educational process is development of the physical and mental." Smith also cited the value of intercollegiate program expansion: "I'm very anxious to branch out and play in different sections of the United States so that more people can get to know about the University of Missouri-St. Louis, not just because of athletics but because of the university, period."

Speaking of the dollars and cents benefits derived from intercollegiate athletics by the institution, he said, "I always have my information director run a cost analysis of what it would cost to advertise the university in terms of column inches, television and radio interviews. We actually get more publicity from the media through athletics than we put in it."

The "we" he is speaking of, of course, the student body. And what the students put in is $2.50 per semester, out of the total $20 Activity Fee, which adds up to about $44,000 per year. This, in addition to a projected $8,000 at the gate from basketball games, gives the athletic department an operating budget of $52,000.

"I just received a report from the NCAA in which they surveyed their schools and with our budget, we're not even in the lowest category of schools in the United States," Smith noted.

Another yardstick used by Smith compared UMSL's athletic finances per year with those of other comparable universities. He noted that Southern Illinois University—Edwardsville received $10 per student per semester, giving the school $240,000. The University of Missouri-Rolla receives $13 per student per semester for $150,000. Eastern Illinois University assesses $3.12 per quarter for a grand total of $195,000 while Southern Illinois University-Carbondale has a working budget of $400,000 from a student fee of $10 per student per semester.

"If we are going to have intercollegiate activities and be able to compete against these people, we have to be doing the same kinds of things they're doing or we're always going to have losing seasons," Smith said.

That "if," as in "if we are going to compete," is a big one and presents a problem regarding the future level of athletic competition. Smith said, "There are various levels that we might play at and the athletic committee is meeting with the Chancellor to, more or less, thresh this problem out."

"If we follow the student survey (of 1969), then we would want to play university level schools (66 percent of those answering specified university competition) which would mean X number of dollars. He did not specify a set figure. "If we want to stay where we are now, it would mean a moderate increase."

Smith stated that, "Our main concern is that we have a program for everyone and give every student a chance to do something recreationally."

An additional problem right now is outlining the new Multi-Purpose Building. Smith reported that he has $43,000 dollars in funds with which to open the facility. He noted that each campus in the Junior College District had $250,000 with which to equip smaller facilities. With the money UMSL has allotted, "We'll be able to open the building, but there won't be much in it," Smith said.

---

Hawks Set Sights For Rematch

Continued from Page 8

Not quite a Philadelphia Flyer yet, Tim Landweir tries to push a rebound past hockey club goalie Frank Johnson in a recent practice session at Granflo City Municipal Rink. Current Photo By Mike Jones

from six points down to a one point lead. And this he did in two minutes. Twice in succession he led Red and Gold just breaks, the second following a steal, passing off to Bell for layups that eliminated the Hawk four-point lead.

Slaughter then stole a Hawk pass, feeding Glen (Doody) Rohn a bouncer which the Riverman forward converted into a tie-breaking layup.

"I just happened to be in the right place, at the right time," said Slaughter. "That's all!"

"It's a pleasure to play a game with a team that competes like this," noted Kelmich, looking forward to the return match in the Hawk Fieldhouse, Feb. 12.

"They still have to play us in our place," said a determined Hawk reserve guard Danny Baumgartner, after the game. He and his teammates were also looking forward to that rematch.

University of Illinois-Chicago Circle coach Tom Russo must not have been thinking in terms of pleasure at the upcoming Chika-Riverman rematch in Chicago. His team was thoroughly thumped by the Rivermen, 94-65, last Wednesday at Viking Hall. Buford led the attack against the smaller Chikas, whose center is 6'9", with 25 points while Rohn contributed 15 rebounds and an additional 20 points.

The victory followed the 14-point William Jewell slaughter and gave UMSL its first winning streak of the season, evening record at 7-7, while dropping the Chikas to 1-6.

Chicago Trip

The Steams Pep Club has announced plans for two basketball bus trips.

Tentative plans call for the group to leave at noon, Jan. 28, for a trip to Macomb, Ill., and the cage contest between the Leathernecks of Western Illinois and the Rivermen.

The Steams would then travel to Chicago for the game on Jan. 30, with the University of Illinois -- Chicago Circle Chikas.

Plans were also to be discussed for a trip to Kansas City, Mo., and the rematch with the Rockhurst Hawks.

Plans for Homecoming, including parade, lawn decorations and Homecoming Queen regulations were also discussed.

Riverman Homecoming is Feb. 26 and will be highlighted by the basketball game with the University of Wisconsin-Ronksha.

---

SHA NA NA

and

BREWER & SHIPLEY

SATURDAY - JANUARY 30 - 8:00 P.M.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE

TICKETS Advance $3.50 At Door $4.00

Spectrum, Just Pants, Pseudonym

Mardi Gras Records, KSHE Radio

A PO

BOOK POOL

BUY AND SELL USED BOOKS

FEB. 1-9

Buy and Sell

FEB. 15-16

Collect Money and Unsold Books

HOURS: 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

All sales are final

NO REFUNDS AND NO EXCHANGES.

any books or money not collected by 8:30 pm
Feb. 16 becomes the property of APO

PROVIDENT LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA

Campus Representatives

Jim Guffey
Dave Rozeboom
Larry Sluminski

Suite 200
Clayton Inn Office Bldg., 222 S. Bemiston Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63105
Phone VO 3-6666
Hawks Lose Control
And Game, 87-84

"We had control of the game," said Rockhurst coach Delor Rehm, after his Hawks bowed to the smaller, supposedly over-manned Rivermen, 87-84.

"The difference in the game," added Rehm, "was just our mistakes." And there were more than two dozen of those, or, to be more exact, 25 turnovers to the hustling St. Louis.

But the difference for the Rivermen was 6'1" guard Mark Bernsen, who had kept UMSL in the game, scoring their first eight points.

Six of those came on three long 30-foot-plus jump shots which broke a tough Rockhurst zone defense.

Thus broken, center Jim Buford tallied UMSL's next five points from in close, drawing two fouls along the way, and the confident visitors were giving second thoughts to dreams of a romp.

"We were playing as though we were behind by twenty," Rehm said after the game.

"We were playing with a lot of heart," said Riverman coach Chuck Smith shortly afterwards.

"We have a good team, good spirit and desire," added guard Sherrick Bell, and you need that desire to do well.

Bell cited a lack of an effective fast break early in the game as a possible flaw in the Riverman attack, "but after about our third fast break, we got it going."

"Both (UMSL starting) guards looked good," commented Rehm after the game but it was a reverse backliner that Chuck Smith cited after the contest.

"(Clarence) Slaughter got us going," he said, "He took us..."

Continued on Page 7

Cagers Return
To Full Strength

The Rivermen cagers, hampered recently by injuries, may be back at full strength for the game at Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville this Saturday.

Coach Chuck Smith told the Current that he hoped Ron Carkhum, who has missed two games with a leg injury, would see action against the Cougars. He was not sure, however, whether Carkhum would be able to start for the Red and Gold.

Guard Mike Haynes, who suffered an ankle injury two weeks ago, said that he wanted to play in the Rockhurst game, but the coaches and trainer felt he needed the additional rest.

He added that he was reasonably sure he would be cleared for action this Saturday.

Carkhum had been averaging 15.5 points and 12.2 rebounds per game as a starting forward and reserve guard Haynes had contributed 7.0 points per appearance.

Rivermen Streak To Illinois

The Rivermen will put two streaks on the line Saturday night when they take on the Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville Cougars.

The Red and Gold will wager a three-game winning streak, featuring victories over William Jewell, University of Illinois-Chicago Circle, and Rockhurst.

The Rivermen also carry a two-game winning streak in rematch games, having squeezed by University of Tennessee-Martin, 71-70, and bested William Jewell, 96-52.

As opposed to the four Rivermen averaging in double figures, the Cougars boast only two. Forward Denny Throeseborz is high man with 19.9 points per game. Following Throeseborz is 5'11" guard Rich Essington, with an average of 18.4 points. The Rivermen have Jim Buford, Sherrick Bell, Ron Carkhum, and Glen (Doody) Rohn averaging in double figures.

The Cougars will have to stop the under-the-basket wizardry of center Buford, the ball-handling and trick shooting of guard Bell, the playmaking and cannon-shooting of guard Bernsen who is averaging 14.9 points per game, the return of rebounding ace Carkhum, the rebounding and shooting of Rohn, and a team that Carkhum says "isn't going to lose anymore."

After tackling the Cougars Saturday night, the Rivermen play student during finals week, then become athletes again to take on Western Illinois and UIUC again during a three-day road trip.

WIU is paced by junior Duane Demmin, one of six lettermen returning from the 1969 squad. Demmin averaged 14 points last year and is considered by coach Guy Ricci to be one of WIU's all-time greats.

The Chikas will be looking for revenge when the Rivermen meet them Jan. 30 in Chicago. The Rivermen will be psyched by hopefully a 10-7 record and the thoughts of a post-season NCAA tournament post.

Tennis

Tennis coach Gene Williams has called a meeting Jan 29, at the St. Louis Armory indoor courts, 3676 Market St. All individuals interested in playing intercollegiate tennis for the university should attend this meeting.

Williams has called for a practice immediately following the meeting and asked that all interested students bring the appropriate equipment.

The meeting/practice will begin at 12:30 p.m.